
Academic writing for 
scientific publication

Writing groups and 
the peer feedback process

Roger Yallop

Workshop: Please work together in small groups 
(preferably with your possible writing group members)

Resources: http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/
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Academic Writing for Scientific 
Publication Course

Do you know what you are going to write?
• Publication language? 
L2 English, L1 Estonian, ...

• Structure of research article? 
Introduction, Literature review, Methods, Results, 
Discussion and Conclusion

• How to get started?
èWriting the Introduction section
Workshop next week on Monday 9th March
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Writing groups (purpose and function)

• Small discipline-specific (ideally 4 participants)

• Give to each other regular written peer feedback on 
sections of your drafts (as a reviewer)

• Receive regular written peer feedback on sections 
of your drafts (as a feedback recipient)

èThe purpose is to support each other’s writing 
processes within your writing group

è And the final product is your research article or 
equivalent 
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The peer feedback process

Final 
Draft

1. Submit 
draft with 

cover letter 

2. Give and 
receive written 

feedback 

3. Writing 
group 

meeting
4.Compile 
revision 
plan and 

revise text

Write 
Introduction
(Methods...)

Input 
Workshops
Online resources 
Writing instructors

Genre
Scientific article 
for publication 
following IMRaD 
structure (loosely) 

Duration
3 months (1 semester)
5 feedback rounds 

Pedagogy
Constructivist; minimal 
instructor intervention 

PhD writing group  (4 participants) 
e.g. Historians (Ann, Bob, Claire and Dave)



Structure of Workshop
1. Benefits of the peer feedback process

Strategies to:
2. Write a useful cover letter
3. Write useful feedback comments
4. Conduct an effective writing group meeting
5. Implement feedback comments effectively

Housekeeping 
6. Course schedule etc.
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Benefits of peer feedback 
(as a writer) 

• Enhances audience awareness (e.g. 
Mendonca and Johnson, 1994)

• Fosters a sense of text ownership (Tsui and 
Ng, 2000) 

• Generates more positive attitudes toward 
writing (e.g. Min, 2005)

• Helps develop more insight into one’s own 
writing and revision processes (e.g. Villamil 
and de Guerrero, 1996)
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Benefits of peer feedback
(as a reviewer) 

Being able to critically evaluate writing (at 
global level) is needed to: 
• Produce quality writing  (e.g. Thompson 1992)
• Produce quality reviews (e.g. Ferris 2003)

è Makes you a better writer and self-reviewer 
(Min 2006)
è Lundstrom and Baker (2009) showed that 
reviewers improved their writing skills more than 
their feedback recipients (the authors)! 
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Am I competent to give feedback?

• Short answer: YES!

From the perspective of:
• An educated reader
• An expert (in a neighbouring field)
• A peer

è Not as supervisor, editor etc.
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How to receive and give 
good feedback

Roger Yallop

Workshop: Please work together in 
small groups (preferably with your 
writing group members if possible)
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What is a useful cover letter? 

• Go to the following link: 
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/
how-to-write-a-good-cover-letter/

In small groups, discuss the following:
1. Do you agree with this advice? 
2. What other criteria would you add?
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Benefits to you as an author of 
writing a cover letter?

Please consider your own process of 
writing a cover letter and discuss the 
following prompts:
1. Could writing a cover letter help you 
to improve your draft?
2. Why? Why not?
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Summary 
What is  a useful cover letter?

As author
• Include background information 
• Ask open and well-structured questions 
• Use explicit bullet points or numbered questions
As reviewer
• Give answer to cover letter
• Write general comments in cover letter
• Write specific in-text comments in author’s draft 
Be polite!
è A well-written and informative cover letter will help your 
reviewers generate useful feedback comments. And useful 
feedback comments will help you to improve your current draft J
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What is a useful feedback comment? 

Please consider
1. Feedback comments you have received 
(e.g. from your supervisor) 
2. Feedback comments you have given (e.g. 
to your peers)

In small groups, discuss what you consider to 
be a useful feedback comment.
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What is a useful feedback comment? 

• Go to the following link: 
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/reso
urces/how-to-give-a-good-peer-review/

In small groups, discuss the following:
1. Do you agree with this advice.
2. Why? Why not? 
3. What other criteria would you add?
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What is a useful feedback comment?

It helps the author understand the textual problem:
• Text-specific (easy to locate) (e.g. Ferris 1997)
• Justified (e.g. Leijen 2017)
• Global (e.g. not grammar) (e.g. Liu and Sadler 2003)
• Response to cover letter (Yallop & Leijen in press)
• Solution is offered? (Nelson and Schunn 2009)
è Positive affective factors increase engagement 

in the writing process (Gee 1972, Topping 1998, 
Cho et al. 2006). 

è Be polite and use praise (sparingly)
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Benefits to you as an author of 
writing feedback comments

Please consider your own process of 
writing feedback comments and 
discuss the following prompts:
1. Could writing feedback comments 
help you to improve your draft?
2. Why? Why not?
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What should I comment on?

Focus on the global issues (Liu and Sadler 2004)
• Structure and organization
• Arguments, evidence and examples
• Take an audience perspective
• Readability
• AND ANSWER THE AUTHORS’ QUESTIONS IN 

THEIR COVER LETTER!
èLocal issues (grammar, language and style) 

take a ‘back seat’.
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Summary (giving feedback comments)

Giving feedback
• Start from the cover letter
• Be critical, but kind
• Critique and praise
• Be as concrete as you can
• Offer solutions
• Focus on global issues (leave the local issues)
• Preparation time - max. 20 min per draft
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Writing group meetings
(over to Winston)

The next stage of the feedback round is a 
face-to-face writing group meeting.

There are two main purposes of the meeting:
1. As author: clarify your received written 

feedback comments
2. As reviewer: explain in greater detail your 

written feedback comments
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Writing group meetings 
(procedure)

There is a protocol for conducting 
these meetings

Please read
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/res
ources/how-to-conduct-a-writing-
group/
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Writing group meeting
• One text at a time
• Allocate a timekeeper 
• Every text equal amount of time
• Every member speaks for equal 

amount of time
– One at a time
– Others listen
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How to receive feedback 

During the meeting
• Listen
• Don’t answer / explain / justify /defend
• Take notes
• Watch your body language
• Thank your peers J
After the meeting

• Breathe in and count to ten
• Decide what to include (repeated issues!) 
• Don’t postpone integrating the feedback
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Summary (Group Meetings)

Group meeting
• Prioritize your comments
• Shortly mention the issues already 

brought up by others

è All notes are on the online Website
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/
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To write or not to write a 
revision plan?

The last stage of the feedback round is 
deciding how to implement, or not implement, 
your reviewers’ feedback comments

Please consider your own process of how 
you revise your draft 
1. Do you think that writing a revision plan will 

help your revision process? 
2. Why? Why not?
http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/how
-to-revise-your-text/ 24

http://communicatingscience.ut.ee/resources/how-to-revise-your-text/


Please consider the following points:
• Writing and interpreting cover letters
• Giving and receiving feedback
• Writing group meetings
• Your revision process

Prompts for group discussion
1. What do you expect to learn about your own 

writing process during this course? 
2. What tangible results do you expect at the end 

of the course?
3. Any other points you would like to discuss?
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(putting it all together)



What to submit by 18th March

• A draft introduction; not the final or finalish product
• Ideally as a Word document?
• No more than two to three pages!
• The cover letter should be written on the same 

document as your submitted draft! 

Writing groups!
• Ideal group size of 4-5 persons
• Similar disciplines? And language?
• Upload to your OwnCloud folder (invitations pending)
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Housekeeping
1. Course schedule (separate sheet)
2. Formation of writing groups?
3. Technical stuff (OwnCloud) including 

organisation of group files 
4. Course assessment
5. Any other stuff

And thank you for participating in this Workshop J
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Organisation of group files


